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pdf.Search form TRENDING: FEATURED: House votes to slash legal immigration
Lawmakers on Thursday passed a far-reaching bill to slash legal immigration by ending a
lottery system that admits people based on random chance, and also to block President
Obama's executive action on immigration. The House passed the legislation early Thursday
morning, just one day after they passed it in a 227-186 vote. Obama has threatened to veto
the bill, a move that would require a veto-proof majority to prevent the bill from becoming
law. ADVERTISEMENT The $583 billion bill reduces the number of green cards and
permanent residence cards the federal government gives out every year, which would result
in fewer jobs for immigrants and would make it harder for them to become citizens. The
legislation would also end a lottery system that allocates visas based on random chance, and
raises the minimum salary for those who want to work and come to the U.S. from $60,000
to $100,000. Immigration and business groups have criticized the legislation, saying it would
force businesses to cut back on hiring or be left with fewer employees and fewer customers.
GOP leaders have said their goal is to pass the bill through the Senate this summer. House
Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) released a statement saying that the bill will create
"more obstacles to legal immigration. "By increasing wages and barriers to entry, this
legislation would reverse the trend of allowing more workers from all over the world to
come to America and fill the jobs Americans need. This legislation is shameful and the bill
is dead on arrival in the Senate," she added. Still, Republicans say they are confident that
they have enough votes to pass the legislation, pointing to their successful efforts to repeal
ObamaCare and pass the $1.5 trillion omnibus in March. “In March, the House passed a
budget, and two months later, the Senate passed a budget,” Speaker Paul Ryan Paul Davis
RyanAt indoor rally, Pence says election runs through Wisconsin Juan Williams: Breaking
down the debates Peterson faces fight of his career in deep-red Minnesota district MORE (R-
Wis.) said Wednesday. “We're not going to be able to pass another omnibus and get nothing
done until we have some accountability
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